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1. INTRODUCTION AND PREL IMINARIES  
Let E be a vector space over the field • (= ~ or C). Then a subset C of E is said to be 
funct ional ly  bounded in E (see [1, p. 182]) if for each l inear functional f on E,  f (C )  is bounded 
oo  in ~. A sequence (xn)n=l in E is said to converge to an x c E in Eucl idean topology if the l inear 
span X of {x} t) {Xn : n > 1} is f inite-dimensional nd (xn)~_l  converges to x in X when X is 
equipped with the Eucl idean topology. If T : E --+ E,  then we have the following. 
(1) T is an affine operator  if AT : E --+ E defined by ATX = Tx  - TO for all x c E is l inear. 
In this case, AT is called the l inear part  of T. 
(2) x E E is a fixed point of T if Tx  = x. 
The following are Theorem 2.2 and Lemma 2.4, respectively, in [1]. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let  E be a vector space and T : E --* E be an aftine operator. I f  T has no fxed  
point  in E ,  then there exists a linear functional f on E such that for each x C E,  f (Tnx)  --~ oo 
LEMMA 1.2. Let  E be a vector space and S be a nonempty  subset of E. I f  S is funct ional ly 
bounded in E ,  then the linear span of  S is finite-dimensional. 
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The following are Lemma 2 and Theorem 2, respectively, in [2, p. 115]. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let E be a vector space, A : E --~ E be a linear operator, a E E, and T : E -~ E 
be the a//ine operator defined by Tx = Ax q- a for all x E E. If ~ E E is a fixed point ofT,  then 
for each x E E, 
Tax - ~ = A~(x - r/), for a11 n E 1% 
LEMMA 1.4. Let E be a vector space and T : E --* E be an a///ne operator. Then for each x E E, 
i ra  subsequence of (Tnx)~=l is functionally bounded in E, the whole sequence (Tnx)~n=z is itself 
functionally bounded in E. 
In the literature, mean ergodic theorems dealt with power bounded operators (respectively, 
affine operators whose linear parts are power bounded) on locally convex Hausdorff topological 
vector spaces or Banach spaces; see, e.g., [3,4] for linear operators and [5] for affine operators. In 
this note, we shall first obtain a mean ergodic theorem for matrices from which, together with the 
above lemmas, a mean ergodic theorem for a linear operator (without any continuity) on vector 
spaces (without any topological structure) is derived. 
2. MAIN  RESULTS 
THEOREM 2.1. Let A be an m × m complex (respectively, real) matrix and x be an m x 1 complex 
37 oo (respectively, real) vector. If (Anx)~=l has a bounded subsequence, then the sequence ( n)n=z, 
where xn := ( l /n)  ~-~=1 Akx converges to a fixed complex (respectively, real) vector Yc of A. 
PROOF.  
CASE I. Suppose that A is complex. Then by the Jordan canonical form, it suffices to show that 
the conclusion holds for A being a typical Jordan block, i.e., A = AI + N is the sum of a scalar 
matrix and a Jordan cell, where I is the m x m identity matrix, and N = [bi,j] is an m x m 
matrix with bi,j = 1 if j = i + 1 and bi,j -- 0 otherwise. We may assume that 0 ~ x = [~1,... ~m] t
(here v t denotes the transpose of the vector v) and let m0 = max{/ E {1 ,2 , . . . ,m} : ~i ~ 0}. 
Then for each p = 0, 1 , . . . ,  
m-1 
j=O 
rn-1 
;=0  
j=O 
rn~k (m ; P) ~m+p-j ~j+ k (m0 rows) 
_ j=O 
Am+P~m o 
0 
0 
(m - mo rows).  
n l  OO Let (A x)i=l be a bounded subsequence of (Anx)~=l and write ni = m+pi for i > io (sufficiently 
large i). Since (Am+v~mo)~=l is bounded and ~mo ¢ 0, [A[ < 1. 
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CASE 1. Suppose m0 = 1. Then x = [~1,0 , . . . ,  0] t, Am+Px = [Am+P~l, 0 , . . . ,  0] t so that (Xn)n°~=l, 
where x~ := ( l /n)  ~=1 Akx, converges to a (complex) vector 
j ' x ,  if A=l ,  
if:= / 0, if)~ ¢ 1, 
which is necessarily a fixed vector of A. 
CASE 2 Suppose m0 > 2. Since/xrn+pic - -  [m+Pi'~xtr~-t-pi--lc ~oo 
• _ tA ~mo--l-r ~. 1 ]A ~r~o)i=l is bounded and ~mo ~ 0, 
we must have I,kl < 1. The k th entry (1 < k < too) of the (column) vector Am+Px is given by 
V'm°-k (m+P))~m+P-J~j+k, SO that the k th entry of the vector (1/(m + q)) q dm+Px ~'~p= 1 is given Z-J j=0  
by (1/(m + q)) 2--j=0v-~rn"-k[K-'~qtA-,p=l (m~P))~m+p-J]~j+ k. Write fq()~):= ~q=l  .~rn+p = (/~rn+l __/Vn-bq+l) 
/(1 -- A) (recall IAI < 1), and denote by g(J)()~) the jth derivative of the function g(A) with respect 
to the variable ,~. Then 
m p 
p=l  
1 q 
)C ~+p-j = j~ ~-~(m + p)(m + p -  1). . .  (m + p -  j + 1))~ m+p-j 
p=l  
k=0 
J 
= ~-"~(k!)-I (1 _ )~)k-j-, [(m + 1)(m). . .  (m -- ]~ + 2)/~ m+l-k 
k=0 
- ( rn  + q + 1). . .  (m + q - k + 2)~ m+q+l -k ]  . 
Since limq~oc(m + q) - l (m -4- q + 1)..• (m + q - k + 2))~ m+q+l-k = 0 (recall IAI < 1), we see 
that the ~th entry of the vector (1/(m + q)) ~q=x Am+Px tends to zero as q ~ oc. The desired 
conclusion follows readily• 
CASE II. Suppose that A is real. By considering A as a complex matrix (with real entries), Case 
n k I shows that ( l /n)  ~k=t  A x converges to a fixed vector ~ of A. Since A and x are real. 2 is 
necessarily real. | 
The following is a mean ergodic theorem for an affine operator on a vector space without any 
topological structure. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let E be a vector space over the field q~ (= R or C) and T : E ~ E be anne. 
I f  x E E is such that a subsequence of (Tnx)~= 1 is functionally bounded, then the sequence 
( ( l /n)  z--k=lV'n Tkx~Jn=l converges to a fixed point of T in Euclidean topology. 
n oo  PROOF. By Lemma 1.4, the whole sequence (T x)~= 1 is functionally bounded in E. By 
Lemma 1.1, T has a fixed point ~ E E. If ~ = x, then the conclusion clearly holds. Thus, 
we may assume r/ ¢ x. It follows that (T~x - r~)n~=l is also functionally bounded in E. By 
Lemma 1.2, {T~x-~:n  >_ 1} spans a finite-dimensional subspace of E so that {Tnx-~:n  >_ 1} 
is linearly dependent. By Lemma 1.3 ,  {A (x - 71) : n _> 1} i s  linearly dependent. 
Let z = x - ~, then z ¢ 0. Let p be the smallest positive integer such that A~z is a linear 
combination of {z, ATz , . . . ,  A~-lz}.  Then it is readily seen that the whole sequence (A~rz)n~=l 
p--1 lies in the subspace F of E which is spanned by {z, ATz . . . .  , A T z}. Equip F with the Euclidean 
topology; then F is isometrically isomorphic to ~P. Since (A~z)~=l is functionally bounded in E, 
it is functionally bounded in F. Thus, (A~.z)n~=l is bounded in the Euclidean topology on 1". By 
1 n k Theorem 2.1, ( ( /n )  ~k=l  ATZ)n=l converges to a fixed point ~ E F. By Lemma 1.3 again, 
1 1 
k=l  k=l  
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Let / '1  be the l inear span of F t_J (~}}, then dim F1 <_ p + 1 and (T~x)~=l  is a sequence in F1. 
Equip F1 with Eucl idean topology again. Then 
n 
1 Z Tkx  ~ ~ + ~ in F1. 
n k=l 
Note that  T(~ + ~) = AT(~ --t- ~) Jr TO = AT~ + AT~ + TO = T~? --t- ~ = ~7 --t- ~, so that  ~ ÷ ~ is a 
fixed point  of T. This completes the proof. | 
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